LED Signage
A Digital signage is a sure shot way to grab one’s attention. The digital signage has garnered
popularity for its LCD, LED and projection technologies, especially with the scrolling texts, digital
images, videos that keep moving. The scrolling text you find on the public transportation -buses,
trains is nothing but the digital signage.
Digital Signage can work as a technique to meet the demanding nature of humans who are always on
a lookout to find something unusual rather than a common practice that they are more used to. And
the blinking digital signage or the scrolling text often satisfies the inquisitive nature of the people.
Images are worth thousand words, and an image on the digital signage far outweighs any other form
of advertising.

LED signage is widely preferred for the purpose of advertisement and catchy display. They are cheap,
long lasting and low energy consuming. LED display is an extremely effective way of making your name
visible.
Raghu digitals provide all kinds of LED services that you need to light up your business. We have LED
display board, electronic message board, LED display sign, LED sign outdoor, LED screen, LED sign
board manufacture and LED board makers.
LEDs are tiny light bulbs. LED display is made by using LED screens where texts, pictures, and even
videos can be displayed. LEDs have replaced the conventional tube light over time. LEDs are cheap and
effective. They do not require much of a maintenance and even cut down a lot on power usage. And all
this with the even better output.
Mentioned below are some of the advantages of LED usage
Energy efficient
LED is far more energy efficient than any other conventional lighted sign board. This is one of the main
reasons for why Large LED sign boards are mostly preferred over fluorescent or neon lighting system.
Service life
LED was an important breakthrough in scientific advancements related to lighting technologies. LEDs are
estimated to function for 4-5 years with 8 hours of function per day.
Structural advantage
Like our traditional light bulbs or sodium lights, LED does not have a filament. LEDs are called solid
state light. This feature makes it much safer and easier to transport, while most other lights require special
packing during transportation.

Instant lighting
LEDs do not require any warm-up time. The very principle LED works on allows it to light up to its
prime in nanoseconds.
Weatherproof
LEDs have proven their loyalty even in, more or less, extreme weather conditions. They function in subzero weather conditions and have been found to work well and good when put up outdoor in hot summer
days. It is waterproof and reduces the risk of fire and shock hazards.
Lively colors
LEDs come in all variety of colors which do not wash out over time. The lively look of LED makes it
very desirable for display ads.
Eco-friendly
LEDs do not contain or release any hazardous chemical substance. It even cuts down on electricity
consumption in comparison to other types of light.
Flexible
The brightness and color or LEDs can be adjusted according to one’s preference.
No wonder why LED display has gained popularity so quickly. It has become the perfect choice for
display advertisement for its unmatched qualities. And major researchers and investments are done into
this technology to make it even brighter for everyone.
Raghu Digitals is one of the leading signage company based in Hyderabad, India. Our dealings are in
LED displays. You will find our LED signage products at hotels, restaurants, cinema advertising, offices
and many more places .For the complete satisfaction of the clients, we engaged in offering the optimum
quality LED Sign Board which are extensively used in various sectors of the industry. Our skilled
professionals provide customized designs, Low Power Consumption and Water Proof material used with
cheapest price to offer these products which attracts the customers most.
Our LED sign boards are made with high-quality raw materials for the perfect contrast and crisp display
that shouts your message loud and clear.
Not so dull that it cannot be seen, not so bright that it becomes blurry. Our LED sign boards are attractive
and durable in nature. We offer customized design, shape and size to meet your requirements. Our
products are available at the most affordable price for its quality.

Our projects

An elegant artistic LED sign board by Raghudigitals for Obsession fashion boutique

Led Signage for Brundhan shines bright and echoes the ethos of the company.

LED signage for Aurum Abodes - An led signage worthy of the luxury our clients provide to their customers in turn!

Led signage for Smartpro Fitness at masidbanda (Kondapur) by Raghudigitals
Raghu Digitals is one of the leading manufacturers and suppliers of a high quality range of LED Sign
Board, which are highly portable and easy to install. Light in weight and can be dismantled easily, these
boards are available in various sizes, designs and colors as per the clients’ requirements. These boards are
manufactured using premium quality raw materials in compliance with the international standards. We
offer this range at very affordable rates to the clients.
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